
Density and Specific Heat Lab Circuit 
Station_1:_Density_Cube 

¤ Calculate the volume for each cube using the formula l x w x h 
✓ Use the ruler to measure the length, width & height in centimeters. 
✓ Multiply these measurements together to get the volume (unit = cm3) 

¤ Measure the mass of each cube on the using the scale.  
✓ Make sure the scale is tared to 0.00 before placing the cub on it.  
✓ If the cube is wet, dry it off the best you can before measuring mass. 

¤ Calculate the density using the formula D = m/V 
✓ Density = mass divided by volume; the unit should be g/cm3 

¤ Place each sample in water to test if it floats. 
¤ Identify the mystery cubes based on their densities from the chart →  

✓ If your density doesn’t match, check your numbers carefully, you may have to 
remeasure.  

✓ If it still doesn’t match choose the closest one, maybe you’ll get lucky. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Station_2:_Density_Cylinders.  
@ Measure the mass of each cylinder (4 total) using the 

triple beam balance. 
@ If you don’t know how to use a triple beam balance check 

out video on hydescience.org 

@ Fill one of the plastic graduated cylinders to 30 mL 
ECACTLY.  

@ This is your initial volume (H2O) 
@ Use a pipette to fine tune your water level.  

@ Add one of the cylinders to the graduated cylinder and 
record the new water level.  

@ This is the final volume (H2O + Cylinder) 

@ Subtract the initial volume from the final volume to get 
the volume of the cylinder. 

@ Final Volume (H2O + Cylinder) – Initial Volume (H2O) = 
Volume of Cylinder 

@ Repeat this process for other 3 cylinders 
@ Calculate the density using formula D = m/V 
@ Identify the material by using the identification table at 

the top right of this page  
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Station_3:_Density_of_Gems 

For this activity you will identify 5 common gems that were found in the North Georgia 

Mountains by Coach Hyde and his daughter Rowan.  Follow the directions below to 

accomplish this task.  

| Measure the mass of each gem using the scale.  
. Make sure the scale is registering in grams. 

| Fill one of the overflow cans with water until the water line rises above the 
hole/overflow spout.  

| Place the empty catch beaker under the overflow spout and catch the 
water as it drains from the spout.  

. Wait till it stops dripping water from the spout, like all the way stops… 
no mas dripping! 

. Empty the catch beaker (the one you caught the water with)  

. Place the empty catch beaker back under the spout.  
| Drop one of the five rocks into the overflow can.  

. Try not to make it splash.  

. Water should flow from the overflow spout into the catch beaker  

. WAIT for it to completely stop dripping. 
| Analyze the catch beaker.  

. If there is clearly more than 10 mL  in there pour the contents into the 
larger graduated cylinder.  

. If there is less than 10 mL in there, 
pour the content into the smaller 
graduated cylinder 

. Record the volume of the liquid, this 
is equal to the volume of the gem.  

| Calculate the density using the following 
formula D = m/V  

. Density equals mass divided by 
volume.  

. Use the density of common gems 
table to identify each of the 5 gems 

 
 

 

Station_4:_Cartesian_Diver 
Z Grab one of the disposable pipettes. 
Z Cut the tip off the pipette, so the pipette is about 3 inches long  

o Measure from the outside tip of the bulb to your cut.  
Z Twist the nut and guide it on to the end of the pipette 
Z Gently lower the pipette into the cup of water.  

o Squeeze the bulb of the pipette to slowly remove air 
o Experiment with the size of the air bubble so that the top of the bulb barely sticks out of the 

water.  
o Slide the pipette into the squid jig to make a sea monster 

Z Fill a 2 L bottle to the top with water.  
Z Place the pipette in the bottle of water and twist the cap tight.  
Z Squeeze and release the bottle to make the diver go up and 

down.  
Z ANSWER QUESTIONS ON NEXT PAGE 
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1. What happens to the diver when you squeeze the bottle? WHY? 
 

2. How do you increase the pressure of the environment inside the bottle? 
 

3. How do you decrease the pressure of the environment inside the bottle? 
 

4. How does the change in pressure effect the physical properties of the diver? Focus on Density, volume 
and mass 

 
5. Pascal’s Law states that pressure applied to a fluid is distributed evenly throughout the fluid. How 

does the cartesian diver prove this? 
 

 

Station_5:_Rock_The_Boat 

Scientific Inquiry 

✓ First you got to create a set up like you see in the picture (to the right).  
SETUP 

✓ Measure the mass of the boat, the mass of the weights. Record this data.  
✓ Put the small container on the scale and zero it out (so the scale read 0 g) 
✓ Put the small container back under the petcock valve. (the scale should read - # g) 
✓ Fill the large container till some water starts to flow out of the valve into small 

container. 
✓ Once water stops leaking into small container, dump our small container. 

 

Boat 

✓ Insert toy boat into large container 

✓ Wait for water to stop overflowing through petcock.  

✓ Weigh mass of water in small container. Record results 
 

Boat & 1 weight 

✓ Repeat setup instructions 
✓ Insert toy into large container 
✓ Add 1 weight  

✓ Wait for water to stop overflowing through petcock.  

✓ Weigh mass of water in small container, record results 
 

Boat & 2 weights 

✓ Repeat setup instructions 

✓ Insert toy into large container 

✓ Add both weights 

✓ Wait for water to stop overflowing through petcock.  

✓ Weigh mass of water in small container, record results
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Station_6:_Specific_Heat 

The purpose of this activity is to use laboratory and mathematical skills to determine the specific heat capacity 

of Aluminum (Al) and Copper (Cu). 

Step 1: Prep 

¤ Use the Erlenmeyer flask to measure out 700 mL of water 

✓ The mass of H2O (density of water = 1.00 g/mL) ____________. 

¤ Pour the water into the stove pot.  

¤ Measure the temperature of the water. Use stick thermometer 

✓ This is the initial temperature of H2O (Al): _________. 

¤ Measure the mass of the copper cube and initial temp (grams) use IR thermometer 

✓ Copper mass: ___________ 

✓ Copper initial Temp: _________ 

Step 2: FIRE 

} Before beginning this step make sure all fire safety protocol has been followed. 

✓ loose clothing is secure, long hair put up, and eye protection on.  

} Light the Bunsen burner and hold the cube over the fire using tongs.  

} Place the Aluminum Cube over the hottest part of flame and heat to 275oC (527oF) 

} Transfer the cube to the water using the crucible tongs.  

} Measure the temperature change of the water using the stick thermometer. 

✓ This is the final temperature of H2O (aluminum cube):___________.   

Step 3: Calculate the Amount of heat gained by the water.  

Solve for Q using the mass, specific heat & temperature of water.  

| Use the specific heat formula Q = mcΔT   

| To find ΔT do the following Tf – Ti 

| The specific heat of water is 4.184 J/goC 

| Solve for Q.  

o Q (Aluminum):___________ Step 4: Specific Heat of Aluminum 

Solve for c using the amount of heat (calculated above), the mass and change in temperature of the Aluminum 

@ Use the same formula for specific heat: Q = mcΔT 

@ Find ΔT do the following Tf – Ti 

@ Solve for C of each Metal 

o The specific heat of Aluminum =  

 

Station_7:_Gizmo 

You have a gizmo to complete, login to gizmo by clicking on the link on hydescience.org on the Unit 2 

assignments page.  Your signature confirms that you have completed this step.  

Signature: ___________________________________     Date:_________________ 


